A large body of theoretical and experimental work has been devoted to characterizing the free energy landscape for protein folding, and has broadly converged toward a description based on a biased energy landscape ("funnel"), selected by evolution for efficient folding.^[@ref1]−[@ref3]^ Folding models with an energetic bias toward the native protein structure, resulting in a funneled landscape,^[@ref4]^ can be used to explain trends in protein folding rates with protein topology,^[@ref5]^ the effects of mutations on folding rates (via ϕ-values),^[@ref6],[@ref7]^ coupled folding-binding,^[@ref8]^ the response of proteins to a pulling force,^[@ref9]^ and many other examples. An area of growing interest is the manner in which local features of the energy landscape may influence the folding dynamics. In the energy landscape picture, folding can be viewed as diffusion on a low-dimensional free energy surface, in which local features enter in the diffusion coefficient for moving along the folding coordinate(s), particularly near the top of the folding barrier.^[@ref10]^ Projection onto a low-dimensional energy surface puts protein folding on the same footing as other chemical reactions in solution, which can be described by Kramers theory.^[@ref11]^ Clearly, determining local properties of the energy landscape by experiment is very challenging, but recent developments in experimental techniques as well as the discovery of several interesting prototypical examples have yielded new insights into this process. These studies are primarily concerned with the phenomenon of "internal friction", which is empirically identified from the change of rates as solvent viscosity is varied (by adding extrinsic viscogenic agents).^[@ref12],[@ref13]^ The rationale for this approach is that if the solvent were the dominant source of friction, folding times τ (or relaxation times in the unfolded state) would be proportional to solvent viscosity η, following Stokes' law. However, if there were a significant contribution from the protein ("internal friction") to folding dynamics, there may be a deviation from this anticipated first power dependence of relaxation times on viscosity.

Recent experimental work has identified internal friction in protein unfolded states,^[@ref14]^ folding rates,^[@ref15]−[@ref17]^ folding transition-path times^[@ref18]^ and in the molecular phase in temperature-jump experiments, also related to barrier transit times.^[@ref19]^ The magnitude of the effect does, however, vary with the protein studied as well as control variables such as temperature and denaturant concentration.^[@ref14],[@ref15],[@ref18]^ However, in earlier studies on other proteins there was no deviation from a first power dependence of folding times on viscosity, outside of experimental errors, suggesting zero internal friction.^[@ref20]−[@ref22]^ Interpreting these results at a molecular level, and explaining the differences between proteins, is clearly challenging. Molecular simulations have the potential to provide detailed insights into biomolecular dynamics,^[@ref23]^ including the origin of internal friction. Simulations can also circumvent one of the key challenges in experiment, namely the frequent stabilization of proteins by viscogens. The change in stability must usually be corrected for by adding compensating amounts of chemical denaturant in experiment.^[@ref15],[@ref17],[@ref18]^ Only in a few cases^[@ref16],[@ref21],[@ref24]^ have conditions been found where a viscogen had no effect on stability.

In simulations with implicit solvent, friction can be varied directly without altering the free energy landscape by using Langevin dynamics,^[@ref25],[@ref26]^ but this uses a simplified memoryless model for the friction. A more detailed approach when comparing with experiment is to vary the solvent mass in explicit solvent simulations, altering the viscosity by effectively rescaling time,^[@ref27],[@ref28]^ allowing for solvent memory effects to be included. The free energy landscape is again unchanged owing to the statistical independence of momenta and positions in classical statistical mechanics.^[@ref29]^ Simulation studies using mass-scaling have found evidence for internal friction in peptide dynamics, protein folding, and the reconfiguration of unfolded proteins,^[@ref28],[@ref30],[@ref31]^ similar to that seen in experiments. A common source of apparent internal friction has been identified as the crossing of sharp local barriers in the energy landscape, particularly dihedral barriers,^[@ref30]−[@ref32]^ as originally proposed by Kuhn in the context of polymer dynamics.^[@ref33]^ This appears to give rise to a deviation from first power relaxation time--viscosity dependence because of the effect of the solvent relaxation spectrum on the crossing of these local barriers.^[@ref30],[@ref32]^

Despite the identification of internal friction in these all-atom simulation studies, variation of internal friction from one protein to another has not been fully accounted for, in particular, the apparent lack of internal friction for some proteins. It has been predicted that differences in folding mechanism will make some proteins more sensitive to solvent friction than others:^[@ref32]^ it is expected that proteins whose mechanism involves large scale movements of the chain through the solvent near the transition state might exhibit little internal friction, in contrast to cases where torsion angle changes are more important, such as helix formation. Indeed, many of the examples in which internal friction has been identified, in both experiment and simulation, are small helical proteins,^[@ref15]−[@ref18]^ while many of the cases lacking internal friction are either all-β^[@ref21],[@ref34]^ or α/β^[@ref22]^ proteins. This would be expected if the mechanism were determined by the native topology, as has been found in many cases,^[@ref7]^ although there are certainly exceptions, e.g., mutants of lambda repressor may fold downhill with a single barrier or via a folding intermediate,^[@ref35],[@ref36]^ or experimentally observed intermediates may result from non-native interactions.^[@ref37],[@ref38]^ There is also a second mechanism by which helical proteins may tend to exhibit more internal friction, since many of those where internal friction has been detected are small, fast-folding proteins. A lower (or vanishing) folding free energy barrier will result in the folding rate being sensitive to dynamics on a broader region of the energy landscape, and therefore more likely to exhibit internal friction. Indeed, when the barrier is reduced sufficiently, there is even evidence for internal friction in the all-β protein Fip35.^[@ref19]^

In this paper we investigate the relationship between the degree of internal friction for a given protein and its native structure. We start with the folding of the GB1-hairpin, the smallest system that does not show any internal friction in experiment.^[@ref24]^ We study its folding in explicit solvent, but we bias the energy landscape such that different native states are favored: either a hairpin (as in the original GB1 protein from which it comes^[@ref39]^) or a helix, which it can also form in the context of tertiary structure.^[@ref40]^ This bias reduces the importance of non-native interactions in the simulations, allowing us to assess the influence of folding mechanism and native topology on internal friction effects. On the other hand it makes it more difficult for us to comment directly on the possible influence of non-native interactions. We use a transition-path sampling scheme to determine accurately the folding rate for the hairpin, and we find no evidence for a deviation from a first power dependence of folding time on viscosity, in agreement with experiment. By contrast, when the native state is a helix, there is internal friction, similar to what has been observed in both experiment and simulation on other model helix systems.^[@ref24],[@ref28],[@ref30]^ Lastly, we consider how internal friction may vary across the energy landscape (recently demonstrated for spectrin domains^[@ref41]^). We find that the folding of a model of Trp cage exhibits two free energy barriers, a smaller barrier for α-helix formation and a major barrier for formation of the tertiary hairpin structure. Using transition-path sampling, we find that the two barriers have different apparent internal friction, with clear internal friction for the first barrier and weaker evidence of internal friction for the second barrier. For both GB1 and Trp cage, we find that the sensitivity of the folding rates to internal friction depends on the role of torsion angle isomerization in the folding mechanism, consistent with the previous work that torsion transition is the molecular origin of internal friction;^[@ref30]^ the expectation that lower folding barriers will also be sensitive to internal friction is also consistent with our results. Overall, our results support a dominant role for folding mechanism in determining the internal friction in the folding process, by determining the role of torsion angle transitions in the folding mechanism.

Methods {#sec2}
=======

Molecular Simulation Methods {#sec2.1}
----------------------------

Molecular dynamics was performed in GROMACS 4.5.3 and 4.6.5^[@ref42]^ with a leapfrog integrator. A velocity rescaling thermostat^[@ref43]^ is used for all cases involving water-mass scaling, except for replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD)^[@ref44]^ in which Langevin dynamics is used. Pressure is controlled with the Parrinello--Rahman method.^[@ref45]^ The force field in all cases is Amber ff03ws, a derivative of Amber ff03^[@ref46]^ with a backbone modification to match the population of the helical states^[@ref47]^ and a scaling of protein and water interaction to capture the dimensions of unfolded structures.^[@ref48]^ The sequence of 16-residue GB1 is cut from residues 41 to 56 of the full length GB1 protein (PDB: 1PGB([@ref39])); the hairpin native structure is taken from the same PDB structure. The native structure of Trp cage is taken from PDB: 1L2Y.^[@ref49]^ All simulations except REMD are performed at 350 K. The biased all-atom model is constructed by modifying the Lennard--Jones parameters of the original force field. Protein--protein atom pairs separated by less than 6 Å in the native configuration were stabilized by multiplying the ϵ of their LJ potential by 1.15, while the remaining protein−protein Lennard--Jones interactions were modified by using a small ϵ = 10^--5^ kJ mol^--1^ and defining σ such that the new and old potentials coincide at an energy of 2.5 kJ mol^--1^. In doing so, the attractive part of the non-native nonbonded interactions was removed, while the effective radius of the atom was preserved. We keep all the other terms of the original force field.

Folding Relaxation Time from Transition-Path Sampling (TPS) {#sec2.2}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Rate coefficients in Trp cage and hairpin-biased GB1 are calculated by sampling transition paths using the method proposed by Hummer.^[@ref50]^ Briefly, an ensemble of structures on a dividing surface *Q*~0~ near the top of the apparent barrier in the REMD-derived free energy surface *F*(*Q*), for the fraction of native contacts *Q*, are generated by umbrella sampling. Structures within Δ*Q* = \|*Q* -- *Q*~0~\| ≤ 0.001 of the dividing surface are selected from this ensemble. "Forward" and "reverse" trajectory pairs were generated by reversing the sign of the initial Maxwell--Boltzmann velocities, and each trajectory was terminated once it reached a region of *Q* defined as a stable state. Successful transition paths were those where the forward and reverse parts terminated in different end states. For simulation convenience, we discarded the trajectories longer than a chosen maximum time. However, this maximum trajectory length was selected to be long enough so that over 99% of the trajectories are terminated in the stable states. The boundaries of *Q* used to define the stable states, the maximum length of each trajectory and the probability of finished trajectories are all shown in [Table S1 (Supporting Information)](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}.

By considering the time spent by the system in each stable state, and on transition paths, the rate coefficients for two-state kinetics can be expressed aswhere *k*~1~ and *k*~2~ are the rate coefficients for the forward and backward transitions between the two states, *p*~eq~(*Q*~0~) is the equilibrium probability density at *Q*~0~, θ~TP~ takes a value of one for trajectory pairs forming a transition path and zero otherwise, and the *w* is the inverse of the time spent at the dividing surface. The weight *w* is used to correct the bias toward transition paths that cross the dividing surface many times, arising from the TPS method, and is also used as the relative weight of each trajectory when calculating the average transition path time in different solvent viscosities. We refer interested readers to the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} and the original ref ([@ref50]) for more details. A particular advantage of this method is that the error in *p*~eq~(*Q*~0~), arguably the most challenging quantity to determine accurately from equilibrium simulation, does not affect relative folding rates (at different viscosities), thus improving the statistics of the rate calculation.

For comparison to the Markov state model (MSM, see next section), we report the relaxation time τ, defined as the slowest relaxation of the system when it is perturbed from equilibrium. For a two-state approximation, τ is inverse of the sum of the folding and unfolding rate coefficients. Therefore, the relation between τ and *k*′ can be written aswhere *P*~1~ is the equilibrium probability of the first state.

500 pairs of forward and backward shooting were performed for each barrier of Trp cage and hairpin-biased GB1 by using the fraction of native contacts *Q* as a reaction coordinate. Further details are given in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}.

Markov State Model {#sec2.3}
------------------

To complement the analysis of the simulations we use a Markov state model (MSM).^[@ref51]^ This analysis is particularly important in the case of the helix-biased model, since the dynamics of this system does not conform to a two-state picture. First, the simulation data at each value of the viscosity were discretized into microscopic states using a hydrogen bond or a torsion angle description. Assignment of the transitions was performed using transition-based assignment.^[@ref52]^ In the case of the torsion angle discretization, typically hundreds to thousands of states are populated during the simulation. To simplify the analysis and increase the statistics of observed transitions, at each value of the viscosity we use the most populated set of states, accounting for 99% of the simulation data, and discard any states that are not part of the largest strongly connected set. The transition count matrix **N**(Δ*t*), was then constructed by counting the number of transitions between every pair of states, after a lag time Δ*t*. Then the column transition probability matrix **T**(Δ*t*), was computed using the maximum likelihood estimator^[@ref53]^The relaxation times were calculated from the eigenvalues λ~*i*~ of **T** as τ~*i*~ = −Δ*t*/ln(λ~*i*~). The errors of the relaxation times were derived from a bootstrap analysis. The lag times for the MSM were chosen so that the relaxation times were well converged within error (see [Figure S1](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}).

Results {#sec3}
=======

There are many sources of roughness in protein energy landscapes that determine the diffusion coefficient on the folding coordinate,^[@ref54]^ including the making and breaking of both native and non-native contacts, and local barriers to chain rearrangements. However, as we are specifically interested in the effect of native topology rather than other factors, we have designed our study to focus on this effect. Thus, we investigate the peptide with the sequence from the GB1 hairpin, using all-atom simulations with explicit water, using a recent atomistic force field.^[@ref48]^ We use a weak energetic bias to favor one of two possible structures: either (i) the GB1 hairpin structure ("hairpin-biased"), defined by the crystal structure of the complete protein, or (ii) an α-helix ("helix-biased"). In each case, this is achieved by reducing the Lennard--Jones (LJ) pair interaction for non-native contacts (relative to a given structure) to a short-range repulsion. Non-native interactions are not eliminated, as non-native hydrogen bonds and salt bridges are still possible, and the hydrophobic effect is present. In the absence of attractive non-native LJ interactions, however, non-native interactions are weaker and the energy landscape is naturally "funneled" toward a given native structure. In this way we can more directly probe the effect of native topology, rather than other factors, in determining internal friction. However, it also means that, for most of the systems studied, we can only comment indirectly on the possible influence of non-native interactions.

Absence of Internal Friction in GB1 Hairpin {#sec3.1}
-------------------------------------------

First we focus on the hairpin-biased GB1, which is the smallest folded peptide lacking internal friction in experiment.^[@ref24]^ Its folding relaxation time is ∼3 μs in T-jump experiments^[@ref55]^ and ∼13 μs in all-atom simulations^[@ref56]^ at 300 K. Even at 350 K, simulations still yielded a microsecond relaxation time.^[@ref56]^ Therefore, using brute force simulation to predict the rate coefficient with sufficient accuracy using different solvent viscosities would require orders of magnitude longer simulations than are currently feasible. We used replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD)^[@ref44]^ to get an estimate of the free energy surface of the hairpin-biased GB1. Using the fraction of native contacts (*Q*) to project the free energy, we obtain a two-state landscape with a barrier of about ∼4 kcal mol^--1^, shown in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. A similar barrier was estimated by fitting an Ising-like model to experimental data for this system.^[@ref57]^ With the hairpin-biased LJ terms, the misfolded hairpin found in the previous work^[@ref56],[@ref58]^ is not populated. In order to calculate rate coefficients, we use a variant of transition-path sampling (TPS),^[@ref59]^ in which transition paths are harvested by shooting trajectories from a well-chosen dividing surface.^[@ref50]^ The main idea behind TPS is to focus sampling on the rare transitions from unfolded to folded, and to avoid the long periods spent wandering in each of these free energy basins between transitions. We can thus sample orders of magnitude more folding events than in brute force simulation, greatly reducing the statistical error in the rate estimate. As in experiment, we determine internal friction based on the dependence of folding relaxation times on solvent viscosity, which we vary in the simulations by scaling the water mass.^[@ref27]^

![Free energy surfaces of GB1 projected onto the fraction of native contacts *Q* at 350 K. Top: hairpin-biased model from REMD. Bottom: helix-biased model at different viscosities. Different colors show the free energy surfaces determined independently at different solvent viscosities (η/η~0~), confirming the similarity of sampling when changing viscosities. The native structures of the two models are shown on the right-hand side.](ja-2014-11609u_0005){#fig1}

![Viscosity dependence of the relaxation times of GB1. (A) Schematic illustration of transition-path sampling scheme used to determine rates for the hairpin-biased GB1: configurations were randomly selected from an equilibrium distribution at the chosen dividing surface (*Q*~0~ = 0.65); pairs of "forward" trajectories initiated from these configurations with momenta **p**~fwd~ chosen from a Maxwell--Boltzmann distribution and "reverse" trajectories with initial momenta **p**~rev~ = −**p**~fwd~ form a transition path if they end in opposite free energy minima, defined by *Q*~u~ = 0.35 and *Q*~f~ = 0.85. The magenta and blue trajectory pairs are examples of successful and unsuccessful transition paths, respectively. "Orthogonal coordinates" are illustrative of collective coordinates orthogonal to *Q*. (B) Folding relaxation times τ for the hairpin-biased model from transition path sampling. The inset shows the average transition path time, τ~TP~ for this model. The full distributions of the transition path times are in [Figure S2](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}. Relaxation times of different modes of the Markov state model for the helix-biased GB1. Error bars are derived from a bootstrap analysis. Solid lines correspond to power-law fits to the data. For the hairpin, the broken line is a linear fit.](ja-2014-11609u_0006){#fig2}

The viscosity-dependent two-state folding relaxation times τ of the hairpin-biased GB1 are shown in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} (the folding relaxation time is defined here as the slowest relaxation time when the system is perturbed from equilibrium, i.e., the inverse of the sum of the folding and unfolding rates for a two-state folder). Because changing the solvent mass does not alter the free energy surface, folding and unfolding times will have the same dependence on viscosity as the relaxation time. Fits to the two most commonly used empirical relations, a linear equation τ = τ~0~ + *b*(η/η~0~) or power-law τ =*A*(η/η~0~)^β^, are almost superimposable (η~0~ is the viscosity of the water model with normal masses), with the power-law exponent β being close to unity (0.97 ± 0.11) and the normalized intercept of linear fit τ~0~/τ(η~0~) being close to zero (0.08 ± 0.06; Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}). Thus, the folding and unfolding times of the hairpin-biased GB1 are proportional to the external friction from solvent, and so the hairpin topology of GB1 exhibits a "zero-internal friction" behavior, consistent with the experimental finding of β = 1.07 ± 0.25.^[@ref24]^

The transition-path sampling results provide another probe of the viscosity-dependent dynamics, via the transition-path duration, ⟨τ~TP~⟩. This quantity corresponds to the time taken to cross the barrier, much shorter than the folding or unfolding time. For a one-dimensional energy landscape, Szabo has shown that ⟨τ~TP~⟩ is insensitive to the barrier height, and inversely proportional to the diffusion coefficient near the top of the barrier.^[@ref60]^ Since the free energy barrier is unchanged by varying viscosity with water mass-scaling, ⟨τ~TP~⟩ should scale in the same way as the relaxation time when changing the solvent viscosity, assuming one-dimensional diffusion is a reasonable approximation. Although transition-path durations are in general not correlated with folding times, there is some correlation in our calculation, because the same relative transition-path weights needed to compute ⟨τ~TP~⟩ are also used in calculating the rate coefficient in eq [1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}; nonetheless, they are not trivially related and so provide a different probe of the folding dynamics. The viscosity dependence of ⟨τ~TP~⟩ (inset of Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) fits a power-law with exponent 0.82 ± 0.05, in reasonable agreement with that for the relaxation time τ. Thus, the folding time is sensitive to the variation of solvent viscosity, suggesting that the energy landscape near the folding barrier of the hairpin-biased GB1 lacks the local roughness causing internal friction.

Internal Friction in a GB1 Helix {#sec3.2}
--------------------------------

Next, we check for internal friction in the helix-biased GB1. The model is generated based on the helix structure shown in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, constructed with perfect helical dihedral angles \[−60°,--45°\] for the backbone. Because of the absence of a folding barrier, TPS would confer no advantage, and several long μs time scale simulations with different water-mass scaling covered the relaxation time of helix formation in the peptide reasonably well. The free energy landscapes at different viscosities are shown in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The system involves no barriers along *Q* but many (meta)stable states corresponding to the formation of helices with different lengths in different regions of the peptide. The helix-biased GB1 shows an average of 23% helical population ([Table S2](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). Checking the time series of the secondary structure maps (using DSSP,^[@ref61]^[Figure S3](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}) at different viscosities showed no evidence of residual hairpin formation.

###### Coefficient β of Power-Law Fits and Normalized Intercept τ~0~/τ(η~0~) of Linear Fits[a](#tbl1-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

                                                            β             τ~0~/τ(η~0~)
  --------------------------------------------------------- ------------- ---------------
  GB1                                                                     
  hairpin-biased τ                                          0.97 (0.11)   0.08 (0.06)
  hairpin-biased τ~TP~                                      0.82 (0.05)   0.18 (0.03)
  helix-biased λ~1~                                         0.71 (0.11)   0.27 (0.08)
  helix-biased λ~1~--λ~9~[b](#t1fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.67 (0.02)   0.31 (0.02)
  Jas et al. 2001^[@ref24]^ 20 °C                           1.07 (0.25)    
  Trp cage                                                                
  Barrier A τ                                               0.66 (0.04)   0.30 (0.04)
  Barrier A τ~TP~                                           0.73 (0.04)   0.25 (0.03)
  Barrier B τ                                               1.20 (0.14)   --0.05 (0.04)
  Barrier B τ~TP~                                           1.04 (0.15)   0.05 (0.06)
  Barrier A+B τ                                             0.92 (0.09)   0.12 (0.04)
  Qiu et al. 2005^[@ref15]^ 35 °C                           0.80 (0.03)   0.34 (0.01)

Numbers in round brackets are the errors.

Average fitting coefficients to the relaxation times from the first nine eigenvalues.

We employ a Markov state model (MSM)^[@ref51],[@ref62]^ to analyze the time scales of the slowest motions of helix-biased GB1, defining the microstates based on backbone torsion angles.^[@ref63]^ Here we show the relaxation times from the first nine nontrivial eigenvalues of the transition matrix in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. All of them behave similarly and are relatively insensitive to the variation of the solvent viscosity, with an average power-law exponent of ∼0.67 ± 0.02, suggesting the presence of internal friction for all the slowest motions of the helix topology. This is in excellent agreement with the experimental result for α-helices, 0.64 ± 0.07,^[@ref24]^ and with both experiments^[@ref15]−[@ref18]^ and theoretical work on the existence of internal friction in small helical proteins.^[@ref28],[@ref30]^

Since the view that internal friction is caused by crossing of torsion barriers may appear biased by our choice of torsion angles to define the MSM states (since torsion angles have previously been shown to be a cause of internal friction), we have constructed a second MSM using native hydrogen bond formation. The hydrogen-bond MSM gives almost the same relaxation times and viscosity dependence as that of the torsion-angle MSM in the helix-biased GB1 ([Figure S4](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}), suggesting that both discretizations of configuration space are equally good at capturing the global folding dynamics; this may be expected due to the correlation between the formation of helical hydrogen bonds and fixing the backbone in the helical region of the Ramachandran map. Both MSMs indicate a similar deviation from zero-internal friction for the helix forming peptide.

In order to place the folding kinetics of the hairpin-biased GB1 in the same framework as that of the helix-biased version, and to ensure that the results are independent of the rate calculation method, we also constructed MSMs for the GB1-hairpin using similar discretizations based on torsion angles or native hydrogen bonds. In this case, rather than using equilibrium sampling, we harvested short trajectories starting from the same configurations used to initiate the TPS runs, but for a fixed length of time in order to also sample the stable end states, rather than stopping when they reached the stable states as in TPS. We note that we obtain equilibrium folded populations from these MSMs based on short trajectories which are similar to those from REMD ([Table S3](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). The larger folded population from REMD is likely due to the limited length of REMD trajectory, which started from the folded structure.

In the hydrogen-bond MSM, both the slowest relaxation time and the corresponding power-law exponents ([Figure S4, Table S4](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}) for the hairpin are consistent with those from TPS (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, the relaxation times for the faster modes of the GB1 hydrogen-bond MSM do show smaller power-law exponents and therefore more internal friction, an effect that had been predicted theoretically for high frequency modes.^[@ref32]^ The slowest relaxation time of the torsion-angle MSM is however much shorter than that of either the hydrogen-bond MSM or TPS ([Figure S4](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). This suggests that in this case the torsion-angle discretization does not capture the global folding dynamics, probably because most of the torsion angles are in an extended state also when the peptide is unfolded, and so the slowest motion of hairpin-biased GB1 is weakly correlated to the torsion transitions.

Variation of Internal Friction Across the Trp Cage Folding Landscape {#sec3.3}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Trp cage is a mini-protein in which both hairpin and helix topologies are involved in folding.^[@ref49]^ Internal friction has been observed in Trp cage in both experiment^[@ref15]^ and a recent computational study.^[@ref30]^ In this paper, a native-structure-biased LJ term is applied to Trp cage to further investigate the dependence of internal friction on native topology, in the same way as for GB1. We resolved two barriers, A and B, in the projection of the free energy onto *Q* from an REMD simulation (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The contacts corresponding to the transitions of the two barriers are shown in [Figure S5](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}. The small barrier A corresponds to the folding of the first half of the peptide, comprising two turns of α-helix. The major barrier B corresponds to the docking of the C-terminal half of the peptide (polyproline helix) onto the N-terminal helix, similar to the formation of a hairpin structure. This hairpin barrier is roughly ∼1.5 kcal mol^--1^ higher than the helix barrier. There is no experimental evidence for an intermediate on the unfolded side of the main barrier for Trp cage, although this may be difficult to determine because folding would be dominated by the larger barrier. Intermediates were identified in a previous transition-path sampling study of this system, however.^[@ref64]^ Regardless, the native-biased Trp cage is a useful model system to probe the variation of the internal friction along a folding pathway.

![Free energy *F*(*Q*) of native-biased Trp cage at 350 K and the typical configurations in the three minima. Transition-path sampling simulations were conducted separately for the two barriers labeled A and B.](ja-2014-11609u_0007){#fig3}

We applied TPS to each barrier in turn to illustrate the viscosity dependence of the relaxation times (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). A linear fit for the relaxation time of barrier A showed a nonzero intercept, and an exponent for the corresponding power-law fit of ∼0.66 ± 0.04, close to the helix-biased GB1. We also observed near linear dependence of both the relaxation time and the transition path time on the solvent viscosity for barrier B. Though the power-law/linear fits of the relaxation time of the hairpin barrier are less well determined, the difference between the power-law exponents for the hairpin and helix barriers is outside of the errors, suggesting a statistically meaningful difference of internal friction. These results coincide with our observations in the helix-biased and hairpin-biased GB1 that the internal friction is correlated to the nature of the structural transition. They are also consistent with the expectation that lower barriers tend to exhibit more evidence for internal friction.

![Viscosity dependence of the relaxation time of Trp cage. Top: barrier A. Middle: barrier B. Bottom: global relaxation over both barriers A and B. The insets are the average transition path times corresponding to each barrier, with full distributions given in [Figure S2](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}. Dashed lines show linear fits whereas solid lines show power-law fits to the data. Blue symbols are relaxation times from simulation, while black symbols in bottom plot are experimental relaxation times taken from Qiu and Hagen.^[@ref15]^](ja-2014-11609u_0001){#fig4}

We merged the dynamics for crossing the two barriers together to obtain a global relaxation between the folded and unfolded state to compare with experiment. The power-law exponent for the viscosity dependence of the global relaxation is ∼0.92 ± 0.09, compared to ∼0.80 ± 0.03 from experiment.^[@ref15]^ The fact that we obtained a smaller internal friction than experiment might arise from the relative barrier heights for forming the helical secondary structure and the tertiary hairpin being inaccurately captured by our model, owing to the native-centric bias: in a recent work,^[@ref30]^ we have observed stronger internal friction for Trp cage in a different force field (Amber ff03 and TIP3P water) without the native bias used in the present work. The native bias results in qualitative differences in the 2D free energy surface for the fraction of native contacts and radius of gyration, resulting in a more expanded unfolded state and higher folding barrier ([Figure S6](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}).

Discussion {#sec4}
==========

There are many experimental examples of proteins showing a wide-range of internal friction,^[@ref15]−[@ref18],[@ref20]−[@ref22]^ with α-helical proteins having the highest and all-β or α/β proteins the lowest internal friction. These trends are very suggestive of a correlation between native state topology and internal friction. By carefully constructing a model of the GB1 hairpin sequence that can fold into either an α-helix or β-hairpin, we are able to relate unambiguously the observed internal friction to the native topology; a similar difference of internal friction is found for the two barriers of Trp cage. What are the general principles governing this topology dependent internal friction?

In our previous work,^[@ref30]^ we have shown that torsion barriers contribute significantly to the internal friction, and were able to explain the dependence of helix formation rates on solvent viscosity. We showed that crossing of sharp barriers on the energy landscape could be a source of internal friction.^[@ref32]^ Other work has suggested a role for correlated torsion barrier crossings in causing internal friction in unfolded state dynamics.^[@ref31]^ Therefore, the different extent of internal friction for hairpin and helix topologies may be related to the importance of crossing local dihedral barriers near the folding barrier, the region of the energy landscape where the diffusion coefficient contributes most to the folding rate.

![Scatter plots of fraction of native dihedrals *Q*~dih~ as a function of fraction of native contacts *Q*. Here \* indicates both *Q* and *Q*~dih~ are normalized to the scale \[0,1\] for comparison. Top: Hairpin-biased GB1 is in blue and helix-biased GB1 is in red. The dashed lines are the position of the dividing surface near the barrier top, where we initialized transition-path sampling. A function *Q*~dih~ = 1/(*aQ*^*b*^ + *c*) is used to fit the data to guide the eye. Bottom: The same plot for Trp cage from REMD. The solid lines are the average of *Q*~dih~ to guide the eye. The broken lines are the positions of the dividing surfaces for barriers A and B. Note that because the vertical scales have been normalized, the absolute change in the number of dihedrals between unfolded and folded may differ (e.g., it is much larger for the GB1 helix than for the GB1 hairpin).](ja-2014-11609u_0002){#fig5}

To investigate this, we plot in Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} the fraction of native dihedral angles, *Q*~dih~, as a function of the fraction of native contacts, *Q*, for the two GB1 models and for Trp cage. In helix-biased GB1 there is an almost linear increase in fraction of native torsion angles with fraction of native contacts, as would be expected; moreover, since there is no barrier to folding, the relaxation time should be sensitive to the diffusion coefficient at all points on the landscape. The behavior of the GB1 hairpin is more complex, with *Q*~dih~ being initially steeply dependent on *Q*, but becoming almost independent of *Q* near the barrier top (barrier position indicated with broken lines). In the hairpin, only a few torsion angles need to be rearranged in the turn, since extended or polyproline II conformations dominate the disordered states,^[@ref65]^ and that appears to happen before entering the transition state region. A factor that may further localize the internal friction effect to the transition state region for the hairpin is its significant folding barrier of ∼4 *k*~B~*T*: in the Kramers theory of one-dimensional barrier crossing, only the diffusion coefficient for positions close (energetically) to the barrier top contributes significantly to the rate coefficient.^[@ref11]^

Trp cage presents an interesting comparison, because both the helix and hairpin formation involve barriers. The plot of *Q*~dih~ vs *Q* shows some differences between the transition states of the two barriers (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The dependence of *Q*~dih~ on *Q* is slightly greater for the first barrier (A) than for the second (B). By itself this is not a clear-cut explanation of the difference in internal friction between the two barriers. However, it may be that because the second folding barrier is higher than the first, it is less sensitive to torsional changes.

Although torsion barriers appear to explain the internal friction, an additional possibility is that the mechanism of helix formation is less sensitive to solvent friction than hairpin formation, because helix formation displaces less solvent, as has been suggested previously.^[@ref30]^ We have tested this intuitively appealing argument by developing a metric describing the atom displacement of proteins, related to the solvent that needs to be displaced during transition paths. There is no substantial difference of the atom displacement during the transition path of a helix or hairpin ([Figure S7](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). This suggests that for these short peptides, torsion angle friction is most likely the main difference between the helix and hairpin; for longer chains, however, other effects could play a more important role.

Another possibility that has previously been considered as a source of internal friction is contact formation (either native, or non-native). In a previous simulation study of unfolded chain dynamics, this was not found to be the main cause of internal friction.^[@ref31]^ Analogous to our earlier work in which we used a dipeptide to test for internal friction effects on an isolated torsion angle,^[@ref30]^ we have used bimolecular association of two blocked amino acids as a model for contact formation. We examined contact formation between either two blocked tryptophan residues, or between blocked lysine and blocked aspartic acid ([Figure S8](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). Both association and dissociation times for the tryptophans showed a first power dependence on solvent viscosity. For lysine and aspartic acid, there was some evidence of weak internal friction, but smaller than that seen for helix formation in the folding simulations. This suggests that contact formation by itself does not explain the observed internal friction in our simulations. However, it should be noted that while the bimolecular model has the advantage of a simple interpretation, additional complexity may arise when considering the association of more extended protein interfaces.

Non-native interactions have also been suggested as a cause of internal friction.^[@ref18]^ However, in all of the systems discussed here, the applied native bias reduces the importance of non-native interactions, such that we cannot easily comment on their role. In a previous study, we considered Trp cage folding without a native centric bias and a different force field. While this suggests a comparison between the results of that work and the present one, this is complicated by the substantial differences in their free energy landscapes ([Figure S6](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}), with the simulation without bias having essentially no barrier to folding. Interestingly, however, the dependence of *Q*~dih~ on *Q* for that simulation is quite similar to that in the present work (data not shown). Thus, a possible explanation for the difference is the absence of a barrier in the earlier study, making the folding relaxation sensitive to the diffusion coefficient over a larger region of the energy landscape.

We have also assessed the potential role of non-native interactions on helix formation in GB1: the unfolded state of GB1 with the original force field (absent helix or hairpin bias), has a substantial propensity to form helix (secondary structure map shown in [Figure S3](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). The high helix population is most likely a force field artifact due to the excessively high helical propensity of the two aspartate residues in the middle of the GB1 sequence in the force field, relative to experiment.^[@ref66],[@ref67]^ We find that, with the inclusion of non-native interactions, the relaxation times for forming this helix have very similar viscosity dependence to those for the helix-biased potential ([Figure S9](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). Thus, at least in this case, non-native interactions do not appear to significantly increase the internal friction, relative to the native-centric model. Of course, non-native interactions may still add roughness to the energy landscape, without increasing the internal friction probed by the viscosity dependence.

Studies on unfolded states of a variety of unfolded proteins and intrinsically disordered proteins have revealed internal friction to be a universal feature of these states, in the absence of denaturant.^[@ref14],[@ref41]^ Therefore, it is interesting to check for internal friction in the unfolded chain dynamics of a system where internal friction is not evident in the dynamics of barrier crossing. We have built a MSM on only the unfolded part of the trajectories of hairpin-biased GB1. Although the statistical errors are substantial, the slowest relaxation time reflects an insensitivity to solvent viscosity similar to that for helix formation, suggesting an internal friction behavior different from that for the barrier crossing ([Figure S9, Table S4](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). This is consistent with internal friction being identified in the reconfiguration dynamics of many proteins in the unfolded state, even when there is no internal friction in their folding dynamics.^[@ref41]^

Conclusion {#sec5}
==========

We find that the deviation of protein folding relaxation times from a first-power dependence on solvent viscosity, as is commonly used to define internal friction, can be clearly correlated with native topology, at least for the small systems considered here. The explanation we propose, suggested by a careful analysis of the folding dynamics, is the following: when folding is limited by a significant free energy barrier, folding mechanisms in which torsional isomerization plays an important role in the folding mechanism near the barrier top (as in helix formation) will tend to exhibit more evidence of internal friction than the folding mechanisms for forming other structures. An additional factor that cannot be directly assessed here is that lower (or vanishing) folding barriers are more likely to exhibit internal friction, because folding dynamics should be sensitive to the diffusion coefficient over a wider region of the energy landscape. This proposal may help to resolve the variations in internal friction observed for different proteins in experiment, although further investigation would be needed to generalize the results to other systems, and to identify the role of other possible effects such as non-native interactions.

Additional text, figures and tables. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at <http://pubs.acs.org>.
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